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Parts Analytics Module

Instant Online Access
to Parts Intelligence

With the Parts Analytics you get
visibility into:

Parts represent over 40% of the repair
costs of vehicles. Insurers have to
analyze and understand how their best
practices and procedures impact lost
costs and repair quality. Audatex
Insight’s Parts Analytics module
provides online access to the most
comprehensive parts analytics in the
industry. Parts Analytics helps insurers
understand the parts transformation
occurring across their business. It
provides unique and detailed analysis
that goes beyond the claim level and
dives into components, parts and labor
associated with each part.

 Loss costs
 Parts replacement and repair trends
 Emerging part issues
 Appraisal supply chain performance
 Industry benchmarking
 Geographic differences
 Correlation between part price
movements and loss costs trends

Understand Parts Behavior
and Parts Utilization
With over 700 part specific metrics and
dimensions, Audatex Insight provides
its clients the ability to identify which
vehicles and how specific part features
impact claim frequency, part
replacement, and repair costs.

Organizations can use this powerful
data in conjunction with their
underwriting and actuarial partners to
make informed forecasts and pricing
decisions.
Unique proprietary logic combines all
parts and labor dollars associated with
repairing or replacing a part into total
cost of repair or replacement. This
approach, for the first time, allows
true analysis of repair vs. replacement
decisions. Audatex Insight’s Parts
Analytics module provides the ability
to filter data at the part level which
significantly improves precision of
many popular estimatics metrics.
This Audatex Insight module is the
new industry standard for business
intelligence in auto collision
estimating.

Audatex Insight - Parts Analytics Module

Parts Analytics
features include:
 Part and associated labor analysis
to determine part trends and
reparability of parts across the
vehicle mix for the industry and your
business
 Flexible, highly visual and intuitive
interface to analyze millions of
transactions and part replacement
activities
 Custom report and dashboard
creation by grouping and filtering
vehicle data across multiple
dimensions and attributes
 Hierarchical dimensions support
intuitive and easy drill down to detail
that is perfect for cause and effect
analysis
 Client and industry metrics for
extensive benchmarking
 Prior Year metrics for effortless
analysis of year over year trends
 Detailed labor metrics provided for
all labor types and for each labor
operation including R&I and Sublet
 The “Answers” feature provides the
most flexible means to create and
display Parts information: tables,
pivot tables, various charts, and
gauges.

INTUITIVE VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF PARTS INFORMATION

Technical Support

Contact a Sales Rep Today

AudaExplore Technical Support includes
access to highly trained representatives,
available at 1-800-546-5237, from
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Eastern, Monday
through Friday.

For more information:
Call: 1-800-237-4968 or
Email: audatexinsight@audatex.com

Online Training Center
Visit the Online Training Center,
www.training.audatex.us, for more
information and a list of upcoming
classes.
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